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A study of the representation of the neighbour, townsperson, and fellow 
human being can throw light on the complexities of interpersonal re-
lationships in ancient Jewish society and correct ancient and modern 
scholars’ stereotypes, such as the allegation that Jews refrained from en-
gaging with others in a similar way in which Greeks, Romans, and 
Christians did. Ancient Greek and Latin writers from the Hecataeus of 
Abdera (4th c. BCE) and Manetho (3rd c. BCE) in Egypt to the Romans 
Tacitus (1st–2nd c. CE) and Philostratus (2nd–3rd c. CE) often associated 
Jews with antisocial behaviour and misoxenia, that is, the fear or hatred of 
non-Jews.1 They claimed that Jews adhered to an allegedly exclusive in- 
group socializing strategy and showed solidarity to fellow-Jews only. 
According to Hecataeus, Jews were “somewhat unsocial and hostile to 
foreigners” (Diodorus Siculus 40.3.4).2 Manetho maintained that they re-
fused to have “intercourse with any save those of their own confederacy”.3

These allegations may have originated in Hellenistic Egypt but they were 
repeated in imperial Rome.4 The third-century C.E. sophist Philostratus 
goes so far as to claim that “Jews have long been in revolt not only against 
the Romans but against humanity”.5 They allegedly erect boundaries be-
tween themselves and others and keep themselves apart. Benjamin Isaac has 
turned these allegations around and shown that xenophobia was rife in 
Greek and Roman society. Greeks and Romans saw non-Greek and non- 
Romans as “others” believed to be inferior to themselves. Isaac uses the 
term xenophobia “for various forms of ethnic prejudice and racism aimed 
at those seen as foreigners and immigrants, as they are commonly called 
today”.6

While ancient writers associated antisocial behaviour with Diaspora Jews in 
Egypt and Rome, modern scholars such as Martin Hengel attributed an 
inward-looking perspective to post-70 CE rabbis in the Land of Israel. He 
contrasted rabbis with the allegedly universal perspective of Hellenistic Judaism 
and early Christianity. According to Hengel, in Pharisaic-rabbinic Judaism a 
“nationalistic legalism” developed that imposed “exclusive limitations” on 
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relations to non-Jews.7 Hengel even blames Jews themselves for hatred against 
them when writing: “The tendency toward segregation from non-Jews,…, led 
to ancient ‘antisemitism’”.8 Early Christians are presented as the successors of 
the prophetic belief in a universal eschatology, whereas Pharisees and rabbis 
allegedly prevented Judaism from becoming a world religion.9 

Obviously, Hengel’s neat dichotomy between an allegedly universalistic 
Christianity and an inward-looking rabbinic Judaism is much too sim-
plistic. In fact, it reads like a modern repetition of ancient prejudices against 
Jews, now directed against rabbis. Rabbinic literature and what it tells us 
about “others” must be understood within the context in which it was 
produced. Rabbinic traditions mostly deal with internal Jewish matters that 
were of interest to rabbinic scholars who lacked official recognition and 
authority within the Roman Empire.10 Rabbis had no leverage over their 
non-Jewish neighbours and could merely hope that a few of their fellow- 
Jews would follow their advice. If rabbinic traditions mostly deal with re-
lations among Jewish neighbours, this is due to rabbis’ limited sphere of 
influence rather than to actual and intentional disregard for others. Yet 
even within the mostly Jewish focus of rabbinic texts the representation of 
others is much more complex than commonly assumed.11 

We can, in fact, identify concentric circles that move from the immediate 
space of the local neighbourhood to fellow human beings in other local 
contexts, and eventually to all humans as God’s creatures. Rabbinic refer-
ences to the “neighbour”, “next”, “fellow”, or “creature” do not always 
specify the Jewish ethnicity or religion of the person concerned. While some 
halakhic and narrative contexts suggest that fellow-Jews were meant, in 
other contexts the meaning seems to have been broader, encompassing 
Jewish and non-Jewish neighbours and interlocutors. Interestingly, many 
traditions about neighbourly relations feature women, a phenomenon that 
fits their association with the private sphere of the house and its immediate 
neighbourhood. Men are more prominent in local work-related encounters. 
They are imagined as venturing further afield beyond their own neigh-
bourhoods and hometowns. 

Maintaining good neighbourly relationships 

The majority of Jews in Roman Palestine would have lived in insula 
buildings that resembled crowded tenement buildings of modern times.12 

Each family, which could includemore than one generation had its own 
living quarters, sometimes consisting of one or two small rooms only. The 
internal courtyard would have been shared by all residents and was used for 
various activities such as cooking, laundry, game playing, and handiwork.13 

Especially in the warm summer months many family activities would have 
been carried out outdoors. In the evenings, residents would have met in the 
courtyard for meals, socialising, gossiping, and games.14 Families would 
have lived near their neighbours whom they met daily. They would 
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overhear their neighbours’ marital arguments and their children’s noise 
through the walls, doors, and in the shared spaces. Cooking vapours and 
odours would invade private quarters. In such crowded living conditions 
privacy was difficult to maintain.15 Since the street-facing ground-floor 
spaces were often occupied by shops and workshops, non-resident custo-
mers, suppliers, co-workers, and business partners could invade and tres-
pass the shared spaces. Many aspects of this housing situation of the lower 
and middle strata of Jewish society are reflected in Palestinian rabbinic 
sources. 

Since men were probably occupied with work outside of the home or in 
adjacent workshops during daylight hours, private meetings may have 
happened mainly amongst female neighbours during the day. Sociologists 
have emphasized that neighbourhoods in which people know each other 
may serve as “save heavens” and create networks of mutual support.16 In 
defining neighbourhoods sociologically, Sharma writes: “Neighbourhood is 
the simplest community. In order of social importance, neighbourhood 
comes after the family. In it, there is a feeling of local unity”.17 Outside of 
kinship groups such as the nuclear and extended family, “the deepest and 
most intimate relations are found to exist among neighbours”.18 

Neighbours would turn to each other for support and depend on each 
other’s courtesy. In shared courtyards women might cook, weave, and 
engage in childcare activities together. 

The Mishnah is clearly interested in good relations amongst neighbours. 
Yet it also considers the possibility that their standards of Torah observance 
might vary. Therefore, rabbinic rules for the lending of objects to female 
neighbours take different levels of purity observance into account: 

“[A] A woman may lend to her neighbour [literally “friend” or ‘next”,
התרבחל ] who is suspected of [transgressing the rules of] shevi’it [i.e., 

Sabbatical year produce]: a sifter, a sieve, a handmill, or an oven, but 
she shall not sort or grind with her. 
[B] The wife of a haver [who is strict in the observance of biblical purity 
rules] may lend to the wife of an am ha-aretz [who is careless in this 
regard] a sifter and a sieve; and she may sort and sift and grind flour 
with her. But once she has poured water [on the flour], she may not be 
in contact with [literally: touch] her, for one shall not strengthen the 
hands of [i.e., support] transgressors. And all of these [rules] they 
[sages] said only in the interests of peace [ םולׁשיכרדינפמ ]. 
[C] And they strengthen the hands of [i.e., support] gentiles during the 
Sabbatical Year but not Israelites [who transgress the rules]. They greet 
them [literally: ask for their welfare/peace], all in the interests of peace” 
(M. Shevi’it 5:9).  

This mishnah is formulated from the perspective of rabbis who observe the 
agricultural rules of the Sabbatical or shmittah year that are stated in Lev. 
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25:2-4 and outlined in M. Shevi’it 1:1.19 How should a women who ob-
serves these rules behave toward a neighbour who is suspected of trans-
gressing them or is less careful in her observance? The first part of the 
mishnah concerns a family that observes and one that transgresses shmittah 
rules; the second part the family of a haver, who is particularly strict about 
the observance of agricultural laws, and an am ha-aretz, who is less strict.20 

Partial observance based on a lack of detailed knowledge rather than out-
right negligence seems to be assumed here. In the first case (transgressor) the 
lending of certain objects that can be used for producing food and other 
purposes is permitted but the observant woman may not engage in any 
activities that might lead to the preparation of prohibited food. 

In the case of a strictly observant family that lives next to the family of an 
am ha-aretz, the woman may lend the smaller household items of a sifter 
and sieve to her neighbour and even help her in food preparation. This rule 
is rather remarkable, even if some or most am ha-aretz families may have 
been assumed to follow some agricultural rules.21 It seems that intentional 
transgression is distinguished from mere ignorance and lack of trust-
worthiness here. Complicity in the pouring of water on the flour would 
constitute a step too far however, since the dough would then become 
subject to uncleanness. Any contact with the wife of an am ha-aretz must be 
avoided at this stage, since it would mean lending support to a transgres-
sion. At the end of these two sections, the purpose of these lenient rules is 
explicitly stated: to maintain peace between neighbours, that is, to preserve 
the harmony of the neighbourhood, negotiatingdifferent levels of Torah 
observance.22 

The third category referred to in this mishnah is the gentile. Since the 
same expressions are used, namely, to “stengthen the hands” or support the 
gentile “in the interests of peace” and since the text follows the discussion 
of neighbourly interactions, a similar neighbourly context seems to have 
been envisioned here. During the Sabbatical Year there is nothing that may 
prevent Jewish women from helping and being friendly to their gentile 
neighbours, because gentiles were not subject to the observance of 
Sabbatical Year rules. Since they were not obliged to observe them, they 
could not transgress them and incur impurity. An important phenomenon 
already observed by Mira Balberg is evident here: rather than declaring all 
gentiles impure and prohibiting Jews from having contact with them, “the 
rabbis unequivocally assert that Gentiles cannot contract and convey the 
impurities mentioned in the Priestly Code”.23 Balberg emphasises that “one 
of the most efficient ways of creating boundaries between different groups 
is by using rhetorics of impurity, identifying outsiders as incorrigibly pol-
luting”.24 In the mishnah discussed here rabbis try to regulate social con-
tacts between different types of Jewish neighbours but are entirely 
permissive about contacts between observant Jews and non-Jews. Even in 
the case of different levels of Jewish observance “the interests of peace” 
within the neighbourhood are their explicitly stated priority. 
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Relations between female neighbours are also addressed in midrashic 
narratives. A story in Leviticus Rabbah 5:8 establishes a proper protocol for 
conducting a good neighbourly relationship: 

“R. Aha said: There is a woman who knows how to borrow and there 
is a woman who does not know how to borrow. The one who knows 
how to borrow goes to her neighbour [ אתריגמ , literally: fellow resident, 
housemate], [finds] the door open [and] knocks on it. She says to her: 
Peace be upon you, my neighbour. How are you doing? How is your 
husband doing? How are your children doing? Is it convenient or not 
convenient [for me to come in]? Do you have such-and-such a utensil 
that you could give me? She will say to her: Yes. The one who does not 
know how to borrow goes to her neighbour. [Although] the door is 
closed, she opens it. She says to her: Do you have such-and-such a 
utensil that you could give me? She [the neighbour] says to her: No”. 
(Leviticus Rabbah 5:8).25  

In Leviticus Rabbah, this narrative is followed by a similar one about a 
tenant and his landlord. Both narratives are parables used to explain 
Israelites’ relationship to God. According to the introductory statement 
attributed to R. Shimon b. Yohai, “How skillful are Israel, for they know 
how to petition their Creator”. Although the text is stylised, the two forms 
of approaching one’s neighbour presented by the parable may be based on 
everyday life experience, where friendliness towards one’s neighbour would 
eventually pay off. 

This idea is also expressed in Graeco-Roman texts. In Aristophanes’ play 
Frogs, a courteous approach is recommended: “… if a man said to his 
neighbour: Lend me a dish and, if you please, a saucer”, this phrasing is 
called “the best choice of words” (Frogs 1158). Xenophon has one of his 
interlocutors ask: “Do you want to please your neighbour, for instance, so 
that he may kindle a fire for you at your need, may support you in pros-
perity, and in case of accident or failure may be ready to hold out a helping 
hand?” (Memorabilia 2.2.12). In Plautus’ play Casina, Cleostrata is about 
to visit her neighbour when she sees her coming out of her door, realising 
“I've not started for my call at a convenient time” (Casina 2.1). In his play 
Rudens (The Fisherman’s Rope), Plautus has Ampelisca consider asking her 
neighbour for some water. When approaching the door, she shouts: “Hello 
there, is there anyone in the cottage? Is anyone going to open this door? 
Will anyone come out?” (Rudens 2.3). This behaviour is considered rude 
and the neighbour subsequently asks: “Who is it so furiously making an 
attack upon our door?” (ibid. 2.4). Even when Ampelisca changes her be-
haviour, the neighbour tells her that her visit is inconvenient at that time: 
“I'll receive you with a welcome, if you come in the evening, by-and-by, just 
such as I could like; for just now I've no means to receive you, a damsel, 
thus early in the morning…” (ibid.). 
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These passages suggest that in antiquity a certain etiquette had to be 
followed when paying unexpected visits to one’s neighbours. Rude beha-
viour and visits at inconvenient times were criticised and politeness re-
commended. Although some of the Graeco-Roman writers may have villa 
owners of the upper strata of society in mind, one may assume that in the 
crowded conditions of courtyard buildings courtesy toward one’s neigh-
bours would have been as significant, if not even more so. 

Friendly relations between neighbours could easily turn sour, as another 
story in Leviticus Rabbah suggests: 

“There was a case concerning a [woman] who went to kneed [dough] 
with a neighbour [ אתריגמ ] and there were three denars tied up in her 
cloak.26 She took them and put them before her. And when she 
was sitting and arranging [the dough], they became mixed in the loaf. 
She searched [for the coins] but could not find them. She said to 
the neighbour: Have you found three denars? This neighbour had three 
sons. She said to her: May this son be buried, if I found them. And 
she buried him. At a later time she said to her: Have you found three 
denars? She said to her: May my second son be buried, if I found them. 
And she buried him. At a later time she said to her: Have you found 
three denars? She said to her: May my third son be buried if I found 
them. And she buried him. She [the owner of the denars] said [to 
herself]: Should I not go and offer condolences to this neighbour? She 
took a loaf [of bread with her] and sat down [in her neighbour’s home]. 
When she cut it, three denars fell out. And this is what people say: 
Whether guiltless or guilty, do not get entangled in oaths!” (Leviticus 
Rabbah 6:3).27  

Elsewhere in Leviticus Rabbah, stealing is strictly prohibited. According to 
a statement attributed to R. Yohanan, “anyone who robs his fellow [ וריבח ] 
even of the value of perutah. they [sages] reckon it to him as if he killed 
him” (Lev. R. 22:6). Neighbours who lived close together and frequented 
their neighbours’ living quarters might easily be suspected of theft, so a 
certain amount of mutual trust was necessary to maintain a good re-
lationship. 

The two female neighbours of the midrashic story remain on good terms 
with each other throughout the story. They bake loaves of bread together 
and meet repeatedly. When her neighbour’s sons die, the woman who has 
suffered a financial loss decides to deliver her condolences. The loss of the 
money does not damage their relationship. The first woman’s questions to 
her neighbour are presented as legitimate. They are questions rather than 
statements of suspicion. It is the neighbour’s oaths to her innocence that are 
criticised at the end.28 Although she was, in fact, innocent, she lost her sons 
because her oaths threatened their fate. The first woman’s regaining of her 
money is linked to her good neighbourly behaviour. She happened to take 
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that loaf as a gift that contained the coins. The assumption is that the 
women baked many loaves of bread together and afterwards divided them 
amongst themselves. Who would get the loaf with the coins would have 
been determined by chance. Therefore, the neighbour’s oath is presented as 
an exaggerated reaction here. 

As we have seen, many of the stories about neighbourhood relations 
concern women. In the crowded conditions of insula buildings some spaces 
were shared, and women would have conducted activities together, such as 
the baking of bread. The close spatial contact and joint activities would 
have necessitated the maintenance of good neighbourly relationships of 
mutual support and the sharing of foodstuffs and cooking utensils. 
Different levels of Torah observance could challenge neighbourly co-
operation to such an extent that gentile neighbours were sometimes pre-
ferred to Jewish neighbours whose purity observance was lax. 

Relationships amongst local townspeople 

The next level of social relationships was with people who were not 
neighbours but with whom one might interact on a more or less regular 
basis in daily life. These people were imagined as locals who lived in the 
same village, town, or city as oneself. The contexts envisioned by the texts 
are townspeople, work mates, business partners, and farm owners. The 
term רבח is usually used for this category of individuals. In most cases, 
“fellow” is a better translation than “friend”, since friendship involved 
emotional intimacy and was delimited to status-equals.29 There is no ethnic 
or religious demarcation of who could be considered a “fellow”. The en-
counters mentioned in rabbinic traditions mostly concern fellow-Jews, 
however. Rabbinic case stories provide decisions for cases amongst Jewish 
litigants. Cases between Jews and Romans would have been dealt with by 
Roman jurists and decided in accordance with Roman law. The issues dealt 
with in the Mishnah usually concern specifically Jewish matters such as the 
observance of the Seventh Year, the separation of tithes, and the payment of 
the shekel tax. Accordingly, the local “fellow” envisioned by rabbis was 
usually another Jewish male. While female neighbours figure prominently in 
the texts about neighbours above, local collaborators, business partners, 
and other farmers were imagined as male householders whom one en-
countered in the broader sphere of the town or village. Perhaps rabbis 
imagined males to venture out further and meet more frequently in mar-
ketplaces and streets. Males were also associated with certain types of 
work, such as that of the travelling merchant and pedlar, while women are 
presented as sharing household activities. 

The distinction between neighbour and townsman is explicitly mentioned 
in Mishnah Sheqelim 1:7. “He who pays the shekel [tax] on behalf of a 
poor person or on behalf of his neighbour [ ונכׁש ] or on behalf of his 
townsman [ וריעןב ], he is exempt [from surcharges], but if he [did so by 
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means of] a loan, he is liable”. The poor person may be distinguished here 
because his relationship to the householder who pays the shekel tax for him 
was considered irrelevant. The neighbour and townsman, on the other 
hand, stood in a relatively close spatial relationship to the householder from 
whose perspective this mishnah is formulated. 

It is important to stress the connection between spatial and social clo-
seness and distance here. In antiquity, when neither telephones nor the 
internet existed and the use of letters was very rare, the closest relationships 
would be maintained with those who lived close to oneself, that is, the 
members of one’s household, one’s neighbours, and fellow-townspeople, 
whom one could meet on a more or less daily basis. The majority of Jews in 
Roman Palestine probably maintained few social relations to people outside 
of their local space. Most Palestinian Jews worked in agriculture or crafts.30 

Farmers, whether small-holders or tenants, were linked to the land they 
cultivated. Crafts were carried out in local households and workshops.31 

Neither farmers nor craftsmen would usually travel to regional markets 
themselves. The most mobile profession was therefore that of the peddler 
and travelling merchant, who bought local produce and products and 
transported them to markets and customers.32 In rabbinic texts some rabbis 
are presented as more mobile than others, covering longer distances. As I 
have suggested elsewhere, these rabbis may have been involved in inter- 
regional business themselves.33 This means that most people’s social and 
professional interactions would have been confined to the neighbourhood, 
village, or town they lived in. 

The local population would have rarely consisted of Jews only. The cities 
of Roman Palestine were multi-ethnic in late antiquity, consisting of Jews, 
Samaritans, Christians, Greeks, Romans and possibly also members of 
other ethnicities and cultures. Yet ethnic and cultural diversity was not 
limited to urban environments. Isaac and Dauphin have argued that most 
villages and small towns of Roman Palestine would have been multi-ethnic 
as well: “The best explanation, they argue, is that villages with a homo-
geneous Jewish or Christian population were the exception rather than the 
rule (…).”.34 In some Galilean villages Jewish inhabitants may have con-
stituted the majority, elsewhere, e.g., in the Transjordan region, they may 
have been a minority. At least from a literary point of view, the fellow 
townsperson mentioned in rabbinic texts remains ethnically and religiously 
undefined. Whether (s)he was imagined as Jewish or non-Jewish depended 
on the topics discussed in the texts. Did the topics concern Jews only? 
Would rabbis’ halakhic regulations (perhaps indirectly) affect non-Jews 
as well? 

An interesting mishnaic discussion concerns relations amongst farmers in 
the Sabbatical Year: 

“[A] At first they [sages] were saying: A person may collect wood, 
stones, and weeds from his own [field] just as he may collect from [the 
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field] of his fellow [during the Sabbatical Year], the larger [the pieces] 
the better. 

[B] When the transgressors [of Sabbatical Year rules] multiplied, they 
ordained that this one may collect from [the field] of that one and that 
one from [the field] of this one, if it was not for [mutual] benefit. And it 
goes without saying that it excludes maintenance for them” (M. 
Shevi’it 4:1).  

This mishnah talks about the collection of various types of rubbish from 
fields during the Sabbatical Year, when farmers were not allowed to sow 
seeds or eat Sabbatical Year produce. Sages allowed farmers to collect 
wood, stones, and weed for other than agricultural purposes, e.g., for 
building projects or to kindle fires. The regulations are distinguished 
chronologically here. In earlier times (before the destruction of the Second 
Temple in 70 CE?) when Sabbatical Year observance was still widely 
maintained, a farmer was permitted to collect such material from his own 
and his fellow-farmer’s fields. In later times, when Sabbatical Year ob-
servance had generally decreased, collecting from one’s own field was no 
longer allowed, since rabbis suspected farmers of preparing their fields for 
agricultural use that way. A farmer could merely collect rubbish from an-
other local farmer’s field, under the condition that the farmers had not 
agreed to do each other a favour by clearing their fields. 

The mishnah addresses the issue of benefitting from another farmer’s field 
in a halakhically permissible way, while criticizing a possible collaboration 
for mutual benefit, if this benefit transgresses agricultural laws of the Bible. 
Whereas the fellow-farmer in the first rule could be either Jewish or non- 
Jewish (there is no reason why a Jewish farmer should not collect rubbish 
from a non-Jewish farmer’s field during the Sabbatical Year, if he has the 
latter’s permission), the second rule reckons with both farmers being ob-
liged to observe shmittah rules, that is, they are both imagined as Jewish. 

The amoraic Midrash collections Genesis Rabbah and Leviticus Rabbah 
also containreferences to fellow-workers and fellow-craftsmen. For ex-
ample, a statement in Genesis Rabbah contrasts the craftsman, who alleg-
edly hates his fellow-craftsman, to sages, who love their fellow-scholars 
(Gen. R. 32:2): “R. Tanhuma in the name of R. Yudah, R. Menahem in the 
name of R. [E]leazar: There is no human being who loves his fellow 
craftsman [ ותנמואןב ], [but] the sage loves his fellow-craftsman, like R. Hiyya 
[who loves the colleague friends] of R. Hiyya [and] R. Hoshayah those of R. 
Hoshayah” (Gen. R. 32:2). Whereas relations between craftsmen are based 
on competition, those between sages were believed to be based on empathy 
and support.35 What sages shared with craftsmen was an expertise in a 
particular area, but they differed in the commercial nature of the latter’s 
activity. To what extent the alleged harmony between Palestinian fellow- 
scholars existed in real life remains an open question.36 
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Respect for other human creatures 

The widest radius of interpersonal relationships rabbis dealt with are re-
lations with fellow human beings. Since the biblical creation story suggests 
that humans were created in the image of God (Gen. 1:27), all humans were 
considered God’s creatures and required to respect each other. Studies of 
the image of the non-Jew in rabbinic sources have usually focused on 
tractate Avodah Zarah in the Mishnah, Tosefta, and Talmuds, which deals 
with “idolatry”, that is, Graeco-Roman religious practices. In a recent study 
of Bavli Avodah Zarah Mira Beth Wasserman has argued that this tractate 
“engages a much broader set of concerns about relationships between Jews 
and non-Jews”.37 It depicts Jews and non-Jews as “commercial partners, 
religious rivals, political foes, masters and slaves, subjects and kings, 
friends, and lovers”, that is, as engaged with each other in a wide range of 
contexts and activities.38 Therefore one cannot talk about the rabbinic 
image of the non-Jew, as if there were a homogeneous presentation of non- 
Jews in rabbinic sources. The way in which non-Jews are depicted differs 
from one context to another. Concerning particular issues, such as, for 
example, attendance of non-Jewish fairs, a variety of rabbinic views existed. 
From the rabbinic perspective, the imaginary boundaries between Jews and 
non-Jews were blurred. 

In the Avot tractates of the Mishnah rabbis deal with fellow human 
beings from a theological and ethical perspective. This tractate is very dif-
ferent from the rest of the Mishnah in its focus on moral rather than ha-
lakhic issues. Günter Stemberger therefore thinks that the tractate was 
composed at a much later time than the other tractates, perhaps as late as 
the fifth century CE.39 Whether early or late, the focus is clearly on rabbinic 
scholarship here. Schäfer speaks of “[t]he self-confident rabbinic bias of 
Pirqe Avot”.40 What is therefore astonishing is the frequent reference to 
fellow human beings in this tractate. 

A few examples must suffice here. According to a statement attributed to 
R. Yehoshua, “The evil eye, the evil inclination, and hatred of [one’s fellow] 
creatures bring a person out of the world”, that is, (s)he will die a pre-
mature death (M. Avot 2:11). In another statement R. Haninah re-
commends praying for the welfare of the government whose rules prevent 
men from killing each other (M. Avot 3:2: והערתאׁשיא ). Whereas these rules 
condemn violence and bad treatment of other humans, some rules en-
courage good inter-human relationships. For example, a statement attrib-
uted to R. Hanina b. Dosa suggests: “Everyone from whom the spirit of 
[fellow human] creatures [ תוירבהחור ] derives satisfaction, the spirit of God 
derives satisfaction from him” (M. Avot 3:10). The mishnah attributes to 
Ben Zoma the saying: “In the world to come, who is honoured? He who 
honours his [fellow human] creatures [ תוירבה ], as it is said: ‘For those who 
honour me I will honour…’ (1 Sam. 2:30)” (M. Avot 4:1). Since humans are 
created in the image of God, honouring another human being is reckoned as 
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honouring God himself. The fact that the term תוירב , “creatures” is used in 
these ethical statements indicates that rabbis had any other human being in 
mind, not just disciples of sages or fellow-Jews. In contrast to the neighbour 
and townsman discussed above, the scope is much broader here. Other 
humans, irrespective of their ethnic or religious origins or spatial or social 
closeness deserve honour and respectful treatment because, as God’s crea-
tures, they reflect God himself. 

This notion is also expressed in amoraic Midrashim. In Genesis Rabbah 
24:7 R. Aqiva is said to have quoted the biblical rule, “And you shall love 
your next [or: neighbour, ךערל ] like yourself” (Lev. 19:18) and declared it a 
greater principle than other commandments ( ונממלודגללכ ). This is followed 
by the anonymous continuation: “So that you do not say: Because I have 
been shamed, let my fellow [or: neighbour, יריבח ] be shamed”. The passage 
ends with the following comment attributed to R. Tanhuma: “If you do so, 
know whom you put to shame, ‘In the image of God He made him’ (Gen. 
1:27)”. In this midrash the two most significant biblical verses concerning 
ancient Jewish anthropology and interhuman relationships are combined. 
Neither the biblical texts nor the rabbinic discussions are limited to next- 
door neighbours, townspeople, or fellow-Jews. The fundamental principle 
that all humans are created in the image of God is presented as the guiding 
principle of interhuman relations here. The “other” is not only like oneself 
but also like God. Hence, treating him/her in the same way as one might be 
treated by others is not sufficient, especially if the treatment was negative. 
Reminding readers of the Divine origin of all human beings sets up a very 
high moral standard. 

Interestingly, Mishnah Avot also attributes to R. Aqiva the statement: 
“Beloved is the human being [ םדא ], for (s)he was created in the image [of 
God]. [It was an expression of] overabundant love that it was made known 
to him [i.e., the human being] that (s)he was created in the image [of God], 
as it is said: ‘In the image of God He made the human being’ [Gen. 1:27]” 
(M. Avot 3:14). Knowledge about this correlation or mirror image between 
humans and the Divine is presented as a privilege here. The fundamental 
idea of the creation story, namely, that humans are created in the image of 
God, elevates all social relations to a theological level and rules out mis-
treatment of others, if properly observed. 

Conclusions 

Palestinian rabbinic texts that try to regulate interpersonal relationships can 
neither be generalised as inward-looking and exclusivist nor as universalist. 
Such categories do not take the specific circumstances the texts relate to into 
account. Whether relations to next-door neighbours, townspeople, or 
human beings at large are addressed depends on the thematic issues the 
individual texts are dealing with. Good relations amongst neighbours and 
townspeople were of major concern to rabbis. Most ancient Jews’ social 
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networks would have been confined to their local neighbourhood, town, 
and village. Spatial closeness and social intimacy would have been inter-
linked. This has become evident in stories about collaboration and mutual 
support among neighbourly women, whose residential proximity required 
them to maintain good neighbourly relationships. 

In Palestinian rabbinic discussions of neighbourly relations and interac-
tions with local collaborators and business partners the ethnicity and re-
ligion of the “other” remains unspecified unless it is halakhically relevant. 
This was the case if collaboration involved -- or could be regarded as 
participation in -- pagan religious practices, such as, for example, partici-
pation in the building of a pagan Temple or the conduct of business during 
pagan festivals.41 A context in which the non-Jewish Roman identity of the 
“other” becomes relevant are encounters with Roman soldiers and gov-
ernment officials on the road, who are often presented as potentially dan-
gerous.42 Ordinary non-Jews, on the other hand, are hardly ever specified in 
Palestinian rabbinic sources except for the discussion of contacts with so- 
called “idol worshipers” in tractate Avodah Zarah of the Mishnah, Tosefta, 
and Talmuds.43 

Since rabbis created halakhic rules for their fellow-Jews and could expect 
only Jews to adhere to their guidelines, most of the issues discussed in rabbinic 
sources concern Jewish neighbours and townspeople only. This is the case, for 
example, with Sabbatical Year regulations discussed above. As far as other 
areas are concerned, such as the treatment of labourers and slaves, or business 
relations with donkey drivers or shipping agents, the ethnicity and religion of 
the “other” would be irrelevant and is therefore not specified. Although 
rabbis would have encountered slaves in the houses of the wealthy and in 
the marketplace, their halakhic rules for freeborn Israelites did not apply to 
them. Texts about slaves therefore appear in the framework of slave-master 
relationships rather than in neighbourhood stories. 

We may assume that especially from the third century onwards, rabbis 
who lived in cities would have had regular business relations and perhaps 
also social interactions with non-Jews in daily life. Rabbis also frequented 
Roman bathhouses, where they encountered other bathers from a variety of 
backgrounds.44 In all likelihood, such relations would have been friendly 
and courteous. Rabbinic texts suggest that rabbis accommodated various 
aspects of their Graeco-Roman environment. The common scholarly view 
nowadays is therefore very different from that of Martin Hengel in the 
1970s, outlined in the introduction above. While rabbis created a specifi-
cally Jewish alternative to Graeco-Roman intellectual culture, they were 
deeply embedded in that culture themselves.45 

Two biblical notions constituted the guiding principle in inter-human re-
lations: the idea that humans were created in the image of God (Gen. 1:27) 
and the commandment to “love your next [or: neighbour] like yourself” (Lev. 
19:18). Rabbis understood these notions in a “universalistic” way, that is, 
they believed that they applied to all human beings, irrespective of their 
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religious or ethnic backgrounds. They led to an anthropology that was 
grounded in theology: the treatment of other humans was considered a direct 
reflection of one’s relationship to God. 
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